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A frozen palace and a sparkling secret – an epic Russian adventure awaits!
When Sasha Silver and her horse, Charm, arrive on the campus of the elite Canterwood Crest Academy, Sasha knows that she's in trouble. She's not exactly welcomed with open arms. One group of girls in particular is used to being the best, the brightest, and the prettiest on the team, and when Sasha shows her skills in the arena, the girls' claws come out. Sasha is determined to prove that she belongs at Canterwood. Will she rise to the occasion and
make the advanced riding team by the end of her first semester? Or will the pressure send Sasha packing?
Archie's first original graphic novel featuring the world of CW's Riverdale! Four interconnected stories trap each of our main characters in a unique high-stakes conflict over the course of a few pressure-cooker hours! Jughead's locked in and left behind with Moose at Stonewall Prep, Veronica is trapped with Cheryl at a nearby suburban shopping mall, Betty and Polly are stalked by a possible madman when a girls' night goes horribly awry and Archie is
held hostage by a 'long lost relative' of Fred's who's come to town seeking payback of any and every kind. Will Archie and company even make it to sunrise? If they do, will they ever be the same again?
A chilling attack. A killer dog on the loose. Can Poppy find the culprit before it strikes again? Poppy McKeever is devastated when a dog attacks the sheep on her best friend Scarlett's farm. Feeling guilty that she did nothing to stop the attack, she makes it her mission to uncover the identity of the mystery dog. But first there is a new challenge to overcome - a riding competition that will push the bond between Poppy and her beloved pony Cloud to
the limits. Will the pair triumph against the odds? And can Poppy turn detective and discover who owns the menacing hound that has been terrorising the moor before it kills again? The Mystery of Riverdale Tor is the eighth book in the Riverdale Pony Stories, a pony adventure series enjoyed by young and old alike.
Chasing Blue
The Romeo and Juliet Code
Riverdale Vol. 2
The Friendly Societies Act, 1875
Riverdale Student Handbook (Official)

This collection of stories, set in various locales of North Carolina create entire worlds and indelible moments as only the best short fiction does.
The ultimate journal for fans of The Riverdale Pony Stories - and horse lovers everywhere! My Riverdale Journal is packed with fun activities, from jokes and quizzes to puzzles and drawing challenges. Learn about Connemara and Dartmoor ponies. Try your hand at baking some of Poppy's favourite recipes. Let your imagination run wild as you create your own Riverdale story that begins one stormy night... And test your knowledge on Poppy, Scarlett, Charlie and the rest of the gang to see if you are a true Riverdale superfan!
There are also plenty of diary pages for you to record your own amazing adventures. So don't delay and buy your copy now for hours of activity-packed, creative fun!
Throughout the twentieth century, Miss Kanagawa, one of fifty-eight dolls made to serve as ambassadors from Japan to the United States, travels the country learning to love while changing the lives of those who need her.
The second Pony Club Secrets adventure by bestselling author of The Princess and the Foal.
Into the Storm
Empty
The Prize (Pony Club Rivals, Book 4)
The Mystery of Riverdale Tor
Riverdale Vol. 3
Original fiction based off the hit television series Riverdale !
A beautiful and heart-wrenching middle grade debut, this title is a memorable story, full of love, healing, friendship, and hope. When eleven-year-old Addie goes to stay with a foster family on a remote Exmoor farm in the midst of a very cold winter, she is full of hurt, anger and a deep mistrust of everyone around her. But when she rescues a tiny wild foal from the moorland snow, Addie discovers that perhaps she’s not so alone after all. And as adventure and unexpected friendship blossom,
Addie is determined that both of them will know what it is to be home again soon... Author Susanne Bailey delivers a warm, evocative debut set in the natural world that’s sure to inspire readers who are eager for an adventure story about the healing bond between humans and their animal friends.
"As the circus tents are raised on the outskirts of Roanoke in 1890, nurse Ella Beckley arrives to tend a Gypsy girl under the watchful eye of Charlie Lionheart, a guardian who bears a striking resemblance to the child and protects the baby with a love that awakens a hope in Ella that goodness may yet reign"-Three galloping great reads for pony lovers in this exciting collection by Amanda Wills.
Southside Serpents
Here We Are in Paradise
Appity Slap
Flick Henderson and the Deadly Game
The Lady and the Lionheart
A pony with a troubled past.A girl who sets out to save him.Do they have the courage to risk everything to find their happy ending?Join Poppy and Cloud on six amazing adventures in The Riverdale Pony Stories box set.THE LOST PONY OF RIVERDALE: Poppy McKeever is reluctant to move to an old cottage on Dartmoor - until she discovers that her new home comes complete with its own pony. But life at Riverdale is not as straight-forward as it seems, especially when Poppy spies a flash of
white in the woods. When Poppy is faced with a terrible dilemma - to save her brother or the pony she has always longed for - who will she choose? AGAINST ALL HOPE: A visit to the vet brings some unwelcome news for Poppy. Cloud has broken a bone and may never be sound enough to ride. As she nurses him back to full strength a mysterious girl moves into the village. But the more Poppy gets to know Hope Taylor and her scheming mum Shelley, the more she wonders if there is more to
Hope's story than the pair are letting on. Before she can confront them, Cloud falls gravely ill. And Poppy faces the toughest night of her life as she battles to save her pony.INTO THE STORM: Poppy is delighted to win a riding holiday in the Forest of Dean and she and her best friend Scarlett arrive at Oaklands Trekking Centre full of excitement. Poppy struggles to click with her horse, a hairy, bumbling piebald cob with a wall eye and a stubborn streak. But Beau is the least of her worries
when her friendship with Scarlett is pushed to breaking point. Trouble is brewing at Oaklands, threatening its future. When a brutal storm rips through the forest, threatening the lives of the Oaklands horses, only Poppy can save them. But first she must place her trust in the most unlikely of heroes.REDHALL RIDERS: When a pony trek ends in tragedy at Redhall Manor Equestrian Centre, Poppy and Scarlett find themselves unexpectedly in charge. It soon becomes clear that someone has a
grudge against Redhall and is intent on putting the stables out of business. Poppy's worst nightmare comes true when an intruder lets Cloud out of his stable and the Connemara escapes onto the moor. Convinced he is lost to her forever, Poppy sets out to discover who is behind the vendetta. But can she find the answers before it's too late?THE SECRET OF WITCH COTTAGE: When Poppy stumbles across an abandoned cottage high on the moor, she has no idea of the secrets hidden behind
its granite walls.Legend has it that Witch Cottage is haunted, but could the old croft be at the heart of something even more sinister?And what is the connection with Jodie Morgan, the owner of a local horse rescue charity on the brink of closure? Jodie also has a secret. One that Poppy must unravel if she is to save the older girl from making a terrible mistake that could jeopardise both the rescue horses and her own future. MISSING ON THE MOOR: Poppy and Cloud are all set for their first
showjumping competition. Only Poppy's nerves stand in her way.When snooty rich girl Georgia Canning disappears halfway through the show, it barely hits Poppy's radar.Until her beloved donkey Chester also goes missing and she realises something is dreadfully wrong. So begins a chain reaction that will see Poppy face up to her arch enemy - and force her to think on her feet before time runs out for both Chester and Georgia.Can Poppy unravel the clues before it's too late?
Meet Tilly Redbrow, who doesn't just love horses - she lives, breathes and dreams them too! On holiday in Cornwall, Tilly is delighted to discover there's a stables nearby. But for new girl Megan, riding is a challenge, and it's up to Tilly to show her just how wonderful horses can be! From Pony Club to riding for the British team, and for every girl who has ever longed for a pony of her own, these delightful, warm and engaging stories are packed with Pippa Funnell's expert advice on
everything you ever wanted to know about horses.
The inspiring novel about real life princess and equestrienne Haya of Jordan. Princess Haya loves her family more than anything--especially her mother who brings light and happiness into King Hussein's house. So when Queen Alia is killed in a tragic accident, Princess Haya is devastated. Knowing how unhappy she is and how much she loves horses, Haya’s father, King Hussein, gives her a special present: a foal of her very own. And this foal changes Princess Haya’s world completely. Set
in an exotic locale where royalty is real, this story of a determined modern-day princess is both beautiful and awe-inspiring. Perfect for fans of Black Beauty, Misty of Chincoteague and anyone who wonders what it's like to be a real princess. Praise for THE PRINCESS AND THE FOAL: "Empowering and vigorous, this is a story sure to please princess fans, horse fans and, yes, even tomboys."--Kirkus Reviews "This real princess’s story is great and this book provides a positive and powerful
story, especially for adolescent girl readers who choose to saddle up for the ride."--VOYA Magazine "Horse enthusiasts will devour Gregg’s engaging novel about Jordanian Princess Haya Bint Al Hussein, inspired by the real-life princess who became an Olympic equestrian....Gregg’s greatest strength is in detailing the deep, sensual bond that can form between a human and a horse, but the sympathetic protagonist and a setting rarely seen in middle-grade fiction make this an inspiring read
for any reader."--Publishers Weekly "In addition to being a great fit for fans of princess or horse stories, this would be a good choice for readers who enjoy stories of brave, scrappy girls who defy convention."--Booklist
Two girls divided by time, united by their love for some very special horses – an epic Caribbean adventure!
Phantom Horse Island Mystery
The Hilltop
The Day Before: A Prequel Novel (Riverdale, Novel 1)
Redhall Riders
An Ethnography of (In)vulnerability
In Chasing Blue, Sasha and her horse, Charm, have proven that they’re worthy competitors for the elite Canterwood Crest equestrian team. Things are definitely looking up . . . until Sasha finds out who her riding partner for the semester is: her archnemesis, Queen Bee Heather. Not. Good. And when Heather starts spending a little too much QT with Sasha’s almost-boyfriend, Jacob, the partnership is put to the ultimate test. The tension builds in Behind the Bit when Sasha and her team are accepted to a prestigious horse clinic. Can Sasha and Callie work together when it counts?
From Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa and the writers of the new CW series Riverdale comes the first issue of the MUST-READ, brand new, ongoing comic series. Set in the universe of the TV series, the Riverdale comic offers a bold, subversive take on Archie, Betty, Veronica, Josie & the Pussycats and their friends, exploring small-town life and the darkness bubbling beneath Riverdale’s wholesome facade.
Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give readers the inside scoop on what it's like to be a dentist. Readers will learn what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this exciting job.
A sudden trip to a seaside house. A boy with brown sugar eyes. And then , a mysterious letter.Felicity's glamorous parents have a secret. When they leave her with distant relatives in Maine, far away from the battles of WWII, Felicity hopes they won't be gone for long. Her new Uncle Gideon hides things. Her Aunt Miami is star-crossed. And Derek, a kid her age, refuses to leave his room.But Felicity needs Derek's help. Gideon is getting coded letters from Felicity's parents, and she's sure they're in trouble. Can Felicity crack the code, heal the family and save her parents, all while surviving her first crush? It's a tall
order for a small girl, but Felicity is up for the challenge.
Snow Foal
With Explanatory Introduction and Notes, an Appendix Containing the Clauses of Other Acts Affecting Friendly Societies, and an Index
Riverdale #1
The Riverdale Pony Stories
Blaze and the Dark Rider (Pony Club Secrets, Book 2)
Saddle up for the fourth exciting Pony Club Rivals adventure! Will Georgie fulfil her riding dreams at the ‘All-stars’ Academy?
Nineteen years after she went missing, Mara has been found alive. But there's something about her story that doesn't add up. . .
Horse Care 2.0 is a how to guide to become and remain a horse owner from the very beginning. While it may take an entire set of encyclopedias to cover every possible horse topic, this book pulls the must haves and must dos from the horse world that every beginner needs to know. The book includes information on the following: • Different horse breeds • Styles of riding • Basic horse care • Basic horse first aid • Common horse ailments • Horse feeding
types and schedules • Creating a horse barn • How to choose a horse trainer, boarding stable, and farrier • And secrets of those in the horse world that everyone should know Read through to help determine what you need and if you are truly ready for horse ownership. If you are already an owner, take time to review to see what you can learn. This is the perfect gift for the horse lover, rider, or hopeful in your life. About the Expert Author Amanda
Wills started riding horses when she was 13 years old and had her first registered Quarter horse by the age of 14. The chestnut nightmare that was then hers was the most imperfect horse a beginner could ask for in life, but the mare was hers. Together they learned from very difficult lessons in respect, riding, showing, and life. Amanda credits the mare, named Molly, with getting her through some very difficult teenage years. Molly stayed with her
until she died at the age of 26. Throughout the years, Amanda had several other horses, rode for others, and even worked as a groom. The numerous people she had the blessed opportunity to get to know have offered words of caution and wisdom over the years. Most of these words were from highly experienced horse men and women and have been shared in the pages of this book. Hopefully you will gain and knowledge and inspiration from what is shared.
HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
Is she a victim? Or is she a killer? No one knows Sky's secrets in the quiet seaside town where she's trying to rebuild her life. Until a chance encounter with a stranger in distress pulls her unknowingly into a web of deceit and lies. Sky discovers the enigmatic Esme Winters is living in fear of her abusive and controlling husband, Frank - and vows to do everything in her power to help her escape. But Frank will not give up on his wife without a
fight. He'll do anything to stop her leaving. Because just like Sky, Frank and Esme are running from their past and have their own secrets to hide... She Knows is the twisty psychological suspense thriller from the author of the No1 Kindle bestseller, His Wife's Sister.
Take the Reins
A Novel
The Midnight Pony and Other Stories: Includes Juno's Foal and The Pony of Tanglewood Farm
Riverdale Hardcover Ruled Journal
The Hunt for the Golden Horse

Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how different masculinities modulate substance use, interpersonal violence, suicidality, and AIDS as well as recovery cross-culturally. With a focus on three male protagonists living in very distinct urban areas of Cape Town, this comparative ethnography shows that men’s struggles to become invulnerable increase vulnerability. Through an analysis of masculinities as social assemblages, the study shows how affective health problems are tied to modern
individualism rather than African ‘tradition’ that has become a cliché in Eurocentric gender studies. Affective health is conceptualized as a balancing act between autonomy and connectivity that after colonialism and apartheid has become compromised through the imperative of self-reliance. This book provides a rare perspective on young men’s vulnerability in everyday life that may affect the reader and spark discussion about how masculinities in relationships shape physical and psychological health. Moreover, it
shows how men change in the face of distress in ways that may look different than global health and gender-transformative approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events over the life course make the study accessible to both graduate and undergraduate students in the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on mental health and masculinity, this volume will be of interest to scholars from various disciplines including anthropology, gender studies, African studies, psychology, and global health.
A golden horse. An unsettled score. And a treasure hunt that will push Poppy to her limits.Poppy McKeever knew there'd be fireworks when her old friend Hannah came to stay.She and Scarlett don't get on, and Poppy soon finds herself playing piggy in the middle.But the two girls promise to put their differences aside when the flamboyant owner of an Arabian stud announces a competition with a difference - a treasure hunt on horseback.The quest leads the three girls on an unforgettable adventure as they race to find
the first prize - a priceless golden horse cast in the image of the beautiful stallion Fearless Flight.Can Poppy and her friends solve the clues in time? What secrets are hidden behind the gates of the Arabian stud? And who is the enigmatic Irish boy who has travelled so far to settle an old score?The Hunt for the Golden Horse is the seventh book in the popular Riverdale Pony Stories, which follow the adventures of pony-mad Poppy McKeever and her beloved Connemara Cloud.
Follow Jean and Angus as they tame the wild Palimino horse and join in their adventures together.
For fans of Ruby Redfort and Laura Marlin, a new super cool heroine whose adventures will leave you breathless!Wannabe newshound Flick Henderson has been searching for answers ever since her sister went missing.But before fourteen-year-old Flick can discover who killed Kate there's another mystery for her to solve. Can she expose the crook hell-bent on dognapping Eastcliffe's pedigree pets? Why is Luke Harper, the gangly son of the detective who led her sister's murder investigation, so keen to help?And will
she ever find out what happened to Kate?'I wish all teen books were more like Flick Henderson and the Deadly Game. It is a terrific read, with a twisty, engaging plot, just enough romance and lots of pets. I'm only sad I've finished reading it - bring back Flick!' - Alison Boshoff, Daily Mail
Tilly's Pony Tails 8: Neptune the Heroic Horse
The Friendship Doll
The Princess and the Foal
Dentists
Everything You Need to Know About Horses for Beginners
In a fledgling community, on a hilltop near a Palestinian village, Gabi Kupper's life is disrupted when his brother Roni arrives from America penniless.
From Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa and the writers of the CW's Riverdale comes the second collection of the comic book set in the universe of the TV series. RIVERDALE VOL. 2 offers a bold, subversive take on Archie, Betty, Veronica, Josie & the Pussycats and their friends, exploring small-town life and the darkness bubbling beneath Riverdale's wholesome facade. Set in the same universe as the hit CW series, Vol. 2 features stories set in between episodes of
the new CW TV series Riverdale: • Meet Kevin Keller: an openly gay, well-liked member of Riverdale. Unfortunately, Kevin's likability doesn't always translate to romance, and finding a suitable partner in Riverdale is harder than you might think! • Get a peek into what makes Riverdale High hot-shots Reggie Mantle and Josie McCoy tick. Reggie's used to getting what he wants, and sets his romantic sights on the lead singer of the Pussycats. But when
Josie turns him down, just how far will Reggie go to convince her he's worth an audition? • See all the secrets Pop Tate overhears in his day-to-day business, told through four vignettes in four different booths! • Dilton Doiley has always been a little...borderline, but when his science teacher tells the class about an astronomical event they'll be observing, Dilton's worst fears are confirmed--the end of the world is nigh! As he takes drastic steps
to prepare, Jughead is caught in a dilemma--should he humor Dilton or try to stop him? And what if Dilton's right...?
The official guide to Riverdale High from the students who go there!
Competition is fierce at the All-Stars Academy in the USA – can the new girl, Georgie, outshine her rivals? A brand new pony adventure series from the author of the bestselling pony series, Pony Club Secrets.
She Knows
The Island of Lost Horses
Stories
Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa
Mystic and the Midnight Ride (Pony Club Secrets, Book 1)

From Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa and the writers of the CW's Riverdale comes the third collection of the comic book set in the universe of the TV series. RIVERDALE VOL. 3 offers a bold, subversive take on Archie, Betty, Veronica, Josie & the Pussycats and their friends, exploring small-town life and the darkness bubbling beneath Riverdale's wholesome facade. Set in the same universe as the hit CW series, Vol. 3 features stories set in between episodes of the new CW TV series Riverdale.
Poppy McKeever is delighted when she wins a riding holiday for two in the Forest of Dean and she and her best friend Scarlett arrive at Oaklands Trekking Centre full of excitement.Poppy struggles to click with her horse, a hairy, bumbling piebald cob with a wall eye and a stubborn streak. But Beau is the least of her worries when her friendship with Scarlett is pushed to breaking point.Trouble is brewing at Oaklands, threatening its future. Who is the sinister man who's so desperate to track down the owner of the ill-fated trekking centre, struggling single mum Nina?Before Poppy can uncover the man's true identity a brutal storm rips through the forest,
threatening the lives of the Oaklands horses. Only Poppy can save them. But first she must place her trust in the most unlikely of heroes.
Choose your side with this exclusive Riverdale Southside Serpents hardcover journal. The Southside Serpents may be a tough crew from the wrong side of the tracks, but their loyalty knows no bounds. Now you can show your Serpent pride with this deluxe hardcover journal featuring the iconic leather jacket logo. Made with high-quality acid-free paper and including imagery from the hit show Riverdale, this is a must-have journal for fans to channel their inner Jughead and chronicle the strange happenings in their own towns.
The first Pony Club Secrets mystery adventure by bestselling author of The Princess and the Foal.
Horse Care 2.0
His Wife's Sister
The Diamond Horse
The Auditions (Pony Club Rivals, Book 1)
Riverdale: The Ties That Bind

A girl tumbles into a downward spiral when a romantic encounter turns violent in this heartwrenching novel from the author of Cracked. Dell is used to disappointment. Ever since her dad left,
person she trusts betrays her. Dell is beyond devastated. Without anyone to turn to for comfort, her depression and self-loathing spin out of control. But just how far will she go to make all
When a pony trek ends in tragedy at Redhall Manor Equestrian Centre, Poppy and Scarlett find themselves unexpectedly in charge. It soon becomes clear that someone has a grudge against Redhall
worst nightmare comes true when an intruder lets Cloud out of his stable and the Connemara escapes onto the moor. Convinced he is lost to her forever, Poppy sets out to discover who is behind
Connemara Cloud.
My Riverdale Journal

it’s been one let down after another. But no one—not even her best friend—understands all the pain she’s going through. So Dell hides behind self-deprecating jokes and forced smiles. Then the one
the heartbreak and the name-calling stop?
and is intent on putting the stables out of business. The two friends blame rival yard Claydon Manor - but are Georgia Canning and her hard-nosed livery manager Angela Snell really to blame? Poppy's
the vendetta. But can she find the answers before it's too late? This is the fourth book in the popular Riverdale Pony Stories, which follow the adventures of pony-mad Poppy McKeever and her beloved
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